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AesrRAcr
The crystal structureof renierite(spacegroup P42c,a : 10.6226(5)A, . : 10.5506(8)
A; tras been refined by the Rietveld method using powder neutron-diffraction data (R :
0.083,R* : 0.093,Ru.uo: 0.039).Renieritehas a sphalerite-derivative
structurewith an
additional tetrahedral metal site containing Fe. This Fe site is similar to the V site in
sulvanite and the 2a site in talnakite, having six next-nearestneighbor Fe and Cu atoms
at only 2.65-2.81A. tire closelyspacedmetalsaroundthis site(in particularthe Fe atoms)
are displaced away from each other relative to sphalerite-like positions, and S atoms are
displacedtoward shieldingpositions betweenthe Fe atoms. As was predictedby previously
obtained Mdssbauerspectroscopicdata, there are three Fe sites that have two, three, and
four next-nearest-neighborFe atoms, with the site having three such next-nearestneighbors being twice as abundant as the other two sites. The previously observed coupled
substitution of As(V) + Cu(I) for Ge(IV) + Zn(Il) is accommodatedby Ge and Zn being
next-nearestneighbors.

INtnooucrroN
Renierite,Cu,o(Zn,-,,Cu,XGe,
'As')FeoS,u(0 = x = 1),
occurs in small amounts in many Cu-Pb-Zn sulfide depositsthroughoutthe world (Bernstein,1986).It is locally
abundant at Kipushi, Zaire, and Tsumeb, Namibia. Powder X-ray-diffraction and single-crystalelectron-diffraction data indicate that it has a tetragonal sphalerite-derivative structure with a = c (Levy and ProuvosL, 1957|'
Viaeneand Moreau, 1968;Bernstein,1986).The absence
of suitably large single crystals has prevented crystalstructure determination by single-crystal X-ray{iffraction methods. In addition, it is unlikely that the different
metal sitescould be confidently distinguishedusing X-ray
diffraction becauseof the similar X-ray scatteringfactors
of Cu, Zn, Ge, and As.
Electron diffraction on powdered renierite from Tsumeb showedmost grainsto conform to spacegroupP42c,
the only systemic absencesbeing of the type hhl, I odd
(Bernstein,1986)gave the compositionCu,o(ZnorCuor)the same composition basedon semiquantitative energydispersive X-ray analysis),however, produced reflections
forbidden for this spacegroup (such as I I 1, 333, etc.),
and the spacegroup was thereforedeterminedto be P42m
(Bernstein,1986).As was discussedin the 1986 paper,
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double-diffractioneffectswereexcludedas a possiblecause
ofthese reflections.
In this study, a Rietveld structure refinement of renierite was performed using powder neutron-diffraction
data. The neutron scatteringlengths for all the elements
in renierite are sufficiently different that, in principle, all
the site occupanciescan be uniquely determined.
ExpBnrnmNTAL MATERIALSAND METHoDS
The sample investigated was a piece of massive renierite weighing about 25 gfrom the Prince Leopold mine,
Kipushi, Zaire. Examination of a polished thin section
by optical microscopy and by a scanningelectron mlcroscope equipped for energy-dispersiveX-ray elemental
analysis detectedabout 100/oof quarrz, about 2oloof dolomite, and less than 0.loloof chalcocite.The renierite
itself occurs as polysynthetically twinned anhedral grains
generally5-50 pm across.Electron-microprobeanalysis
(Bernstein, 1986) gave the composition Cu'o(Zno.rCuo')(Ge,,Aso,)Fe.S,u.
The sample was ground by hand using an agatemortar
and pestle, and a fraction containing particles less than
30 pm across was obtained using sieves. The resulting
powder was then run through aFrantz magneticseparator
threetimes (asrenierite is weakly ferrimagnetic)to remove
materials other than renierite. Powder X-ray diffraction
and neutron diffraction showed. however, that the re-
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sulting sample still contained several percent of quartz
and about loloof dolomite.
The neutron-diffraction data' were collgctedat the University of Missouri Research Reactor facility (MURR)
using the 2xD diffractometer. For this experiment, the
beam from the reactor was monochromatized by Bragg
diffraction from a Cu (220) crystal, giving a mean wavelength of 1.2869(2)A (calibrated using Si powder). The
powdered sample was held at about 295 K in a 6-mmdiameter,75-mmJong welded tube of 0.05 mm thick V
foil. Data were also collected at 8 and 50 K. A linear
position-sensitive detector (PSD) enabled 25" 20 of data
to be collectedsimultaneously.
The renierite diffraction pattern was then correctedfor
the presenceof the several percent of quartz and about
l0loof dolomite not removed by magneticseparation.The
quartz contamination was corrected by obtaining a neutron-diffraction pattern of quartz under the same experimental conditions used for the renierite, then scalingthe
pattern to fit the major quartz peaksobservedin the renierite pattern and subtractingout the quartz contribution.
This correction was slightly complicated by overlap between the quartz and renierite peaks.For dolomite, which
contributed much lessto the renierite pattern, a synthetic
diffraction pattern was generatedusing the known structure of the mineral; this pattern was then scaledand subtracted from the experimentaldata. Someerrorswerelikely introduced by these correction procedures,but their
magnitudes should be small becauseof the low concentrations of the contaminants.

solution). It was used as the starting point for the successfulstructure refinement.

Rietveld crysta!-structurerefinement
The Rietveld refinement program used in this study
was a version createdat MURR in 1986(W. Yelon, personalcommunication, 1989),which usesthe Voigt function for profile fitting. This Voigt parameter allows the
peak profile to vary through a convolution of Gaussian
(instrumental contribution) and Lorentzian (mainly particle-size contribution) profiles. Use of this function has
been found to improve the curve-fitting significantly by
allowing instrumental contributions and particle-sizecontributions to vary independentlyofeach other (David and
Matthewman, 1985).The backgroundwas visually fit using 1l linear segments.
During refinement, the positions of the metal atoms
convergedrapidly. The S positionsconvergedmore slowly
with larger standard deviations becauseof the relatively
low scatteringlength of S and the large number of positional variables. The quality of the data did not permit
complete refinement of the isotropic temperaturefactors
(B). The temperature factors were first allowed to vary
independently for each of the nine metal sites, with one
variable for the four S sites,while the other refined variables were held constant. In the final overall refinement,
one temperature-factorvariable was used for the metals,
and one was usedfor the sulfurson the temperaturefactors
already obtained. The scale factor, zero-point, cell dimensions, Gaussian peak-profile variables (u, v, w), the
Voigt parameter, the "overall temperature factor" (acDerivation of model structure
tually an absorption and scalecorrection),asymmetry facSeveral constraints were used in formulating a model tor, and preferred-orientation(on I I 0, a possiblecleavage
structure. It was first assumedthat the renierite structure in renierite) factor (l I variables) were refined together
consists of tetrahedrally coordinated metals and sulfurs immediately before the final refinement. The final refinein a sphaleriteJike arrangement, plus one metal at an ment varied the 20 positional variables, the nine occuinterstitial tetrahedral site (Bernstein, 1986). The next pancy variables for the metals, and the two isotropicconstraint was that local valence balance be maintained temperature-factor variables referred to above (31 varias closely as possible.Severaladditional constraintswere ables). Refinement of all 42 variables together produced
derived from 57FeMdssbauer spectroscopicdata (Bern- no change.Repeatedrefinementsthat varied different substein, 1986).Thesedata indicateFe(IID in three distinct, setsofthe 3l variables from different initial values led to
magnetically ordered sites, with one site approximately very similar results. In addition, refinements were attwice as abundant as the other two. The three Fe sites tempted with Cul and Cu2 replaced by Cu in a general
were proposed to be antiferromagneticallycoupled to 4, position initially at r/t, t/t, t/+or Y+,t/e,th and by Cu atoms
3, and 2 nexl-nearest-neighborFe(II! cations.
initially at specialpositions0,0, Vqand 0, t/2,Yr;theseall
Model structures with space-groupsyrnmetry P42m diverged rapidly.
could not be derived that would meet the above conRrsur,rs
straints without having severalmixed-occupancysites.A
parameters
for the renierite structure are
structure having space-groupsymmetry P42c was then
The refined
derived, basedin part on the isometric structureofcolusite given in Table I, and the fitted neutron-diffraction pattern
(Orlandi et al., 1981;S. Merlino, unpublisheddata).This is shown in Figure l. A schematic representationof the
model structure meets all of the above constraints and renierite structure is shown in Figure 2. The somewhat
has no mixed-occupancysites(exceptfor the known solid low metal occupancies(except for Zn and Cu4) may be
due to a small amount of Zn (which has the lowest scatrA copy of the observedand calculatedneutron-diffraction
tering length of the metals present)occurring at some of
datamaybeorderedasDocumentAM-89-418fromtheBusiness
metal sites.
Office,MineralogicalSocietyof America,1625I Street,N.W., the other
As renierite displays bulk magnetism and Mdssbauer
Suite414,Washington,
D.C. 20006,U.S.A.Please
remit$5.00
in advancefor the microfiche.
spectroscopicdata indicate that the Fe atoms are mag-
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Fig. l. Fitted powder neutron-difraction pattern for renierite (background-subtractedobserved data are indicated as crosses).
The differencebetweenthe calculatedpattern and the observeddata is indicated in the lower curve, which is to the same scaleas
the rest.

netically ordered (Bernstein,1986), effectsof magnetic
ordering were looked for in the neutron-diffraction data.
Becauseof the good fit between the calculated and observeddiffraction patternswithout magneticscatteringeffects being taken into account (Figure l), the data were
deemed insufficient to detect or constrain any magneticordering parameters.In addition, the diffraction patterns
obtained at 8 and 50 K were essentiallyidentical to the
pattern obtained at 295 K, indicating no enhancedspin
ordering upon cooling.
Drscussrou AND coNCLUsroNS
As proposedby Bernstein( I 986), the renierite structure
is a derivative ofthe sphaleritestructure with an "extra"
tetrahedral metal site, Fe2. The Fe2 site is octahedrally
coordinatedby Fel, Cul, and Cu3 at only 2.65-2.81A
(Fig. 3), indicating probablemetal-metalinteractions.This
siteis similar to the V site in sulvanite(Trojer, 1966)and
colusite(Orlandi et al., l98l), the 1a site in mooihoekite
(Hall and Rowland, 1973), and the 2a site in talnakite
(Hall and Gabe, 1972). The entire structure is similar ro
the isometric structure of talnakite, CunFerS,u,
which has
the same metal: sulfur ratio and similar cell dimensions
(a : 10.293A;, with all the metals in positions equivalent
to those in renierite.
As was predicted from the Mdssbauer data, there are
three Fe sites,with Fel having three, Fe2 having two, and

Fe3 having four next-nearest-neighborFe atoms. Also as
predicted, Fel is twice as abundant as Fe2 or Fe3.
The observedmetal-sulfur distancesare generallycomparable to those in other tetrahedral sulfides (Table 2).
Some of the distances near the Fe2 site, however, are
TABLE
1. Refinedoarameters
for renierite
Site

Occupancy

cu(l)
cu(2)
Cu(3)
cu(4)
zn
Ge
Fe(l)
Fe(2)
Fe(3)
s(l)
s(2)
s(3)
s(4)

0.82(4)
0.90(s)
0 96(3)
1.0412)
1.12(4)
0.81(s)
0.90(4)
0.84(3)
0.92(4)
1.0
10
1.0
1.0

xla

0.2484(19)
0.2336(19)
0.0
0.2544(15)
0.0
0.0
0.s
0.s
0.s
0.3938(25)
0.1232(36)
0.3797(34)
0.1225(36)

ylb

0.0
0.5
0.5
0.2s8s(16)
0.0
0.2498(12)
0.2646(12)
0.0
0.5
0.1390(39)
0,3699(39)
0.3766(38)
0.1398(31)

zlc

0.2s
o.2s
0.0015(1
5)
0.5107(8)
0.0
0.25
0.25
o.2s
0.0
0j240(321
0.1186(30)
0.3736(43)
0.3852(30)

B
(A1

1.6(1)
1.8(1)
1.3(1)
1.4(1)
2.4(1)
0.6(1)
0.9(1)
0.9(1)
0.3(1)
1.0(1)
1.0(1)
1.0(1)
1.0(1)

Aiotej Scatteringfactors used (Sears, 1986) (10 1,cm): Cu, O.7718;Fe,
0.954; Zn, 0.609 (contains0.8 Zn and 0.2 Cu); Ge, 0.803 (contains0.9
Ge and 0.1 As); .S,O.Zg+2.Other refinedparameters:a: 10.6226(5)A,
c : 10.5506(8)A; zero-point: -0.2525e5f 20; asymmetry parameter:
0.00001(1);preferredorientationparameter(on 110): -0.01(14) (no preferred orientation);overall temperaturefactor: -0.563(20); Gaussianpar a m e t e r su
: : 1 1 3 6 1 ( 6 7 7 ) ,v : - 8 8 9 6 ( 6 6 0 ) ,w : 3 4 1 1 ( 1 4 4 1 ; V o i g t p a rameter:256(49);scalefactor: 0.462(5).F: 0.083; R.: 0.093; F,,"*:
0.039.
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2=1/4

Fig. 2. Schematicrepresentationsofthe renierite crystal structure.In the diagram on the left, largeopen circlesare S, small open
circlesare Cu, small open circleswith a central dot are Zn, small stippled circlesare Fe, and small closedcirclesare Ge. The diagrams
on the right representprojections ofparts ofthe structure on (001) taken near z -- O and z : t/+.TheunshadedS atoms are at about
z I Vq and the shadedones are at about z - la (note that the unshadedsulfurs in the lower diagram representthe identical atoms
as the shadedsulfurs in the upper diagram).

significantly different (seeFig. 2).The metals surrounding
Fe2 (Cul, Cu3, Fel) are all displacedaway from Fe2
relative to sphalerite-likepositions, with Fel showing the
greatest displacement (because of its higher positive
charge).Cu2 is displaced away from the two nearby dis-

Fig. 3. Coordination of S and metal atoms around Fe2. Distancesare rn angstroms.

placed Fel atoms. Sl (which has five nearest-neighbor
metals) is displacedtoward a shielding position lying betweenthe closelyspacedFel and Fe2 atoms, and the other
The Sl-Sl distancethat repS positionsalsocompensate.
resentsthe tetrahedraledgesharedby Fe I and Fe2 is only
3.49 A, comparedto S1-Sl edgedistancesof 3.97 A and
3.72 AbetweenFe2 and Cul and betweenFe2 and Cu3.
The small Sl-Sl distancereflectsthe greatshorteningof
the shared tetrahedral edge neededto counteract the repulsive force between the two highly chargedFe(III) atoms.
The results of these displacementsare seenmainly in
the large Cu-S distancesfor Cul and for Cu2-S3 and the
somewhatshort Fel-S distances.The averageCul-S distance(2.49(l) A) is considerablylarger than that reported
in other tetrahedralsulfides(2.30-2.35 A;. fne somewhat
low refined occupanciesfor Cul and Fe2 could represent,
in part, vacanciesthat arise from these sites not being as
energeticallyfavorable for occupancyas the other metal
sites. A slight deficiency of metals is consistent with the
p-type electrical conductivity found for renierite (Bernstein. 1986).In addition, a small amount of the coupled
substitution As(V) + n(0) for Ge(IV) + Cu(I) may occur.
The observed isotropic temperature values are com-
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Tlale 2. Selectedbond lengths(A) and angles(') for renierite
C u 1 - S 1x 2
Cul-S4 x2
mean

Cu2-52 x2
Cu2-S3 x 2
mean

Cu3-S1 x2
Cu3-S2 x2
mean

252(3\
245(4\
249

22e()
2.41(4)
235

228(3)
2 27(4)
228

Cu4-S1
Cu4-S2
Cu4-S3
Cu4-S4
mean

2.24(3)
2.21(4)
2 33(4)
2 30(4)
227

Cul-Fe2 x2
Cu3-Fe2 x2
Fe1-Fe2 x2

2.67(21
2.65(21
2.81(1)

S 1 - C u 1 - S 4x 2
S 1 - C u 1 - S 4x 2
S 1 - C u 1- S 1
S4-Cu1-S4
mean

106.6(10)
112.5(10)
104.3(10)
11 4 . 0 ( 0
1)
109.5

S2-Cu2-S3 x2
S2-Cu2-S3 x 2
S2-Cu2-S2
S3-Cu2-S3
mean

109.3(10)
109.3(10)
11 8 . 2 (11)
100.0(10)
109.5

S1-Cu3-S2x2
51-Cu3-S2 x2
S1-Cu3-S1
S2-Cu3-S2
mean

112 . 8 ( 10 )
10 4 . 1( 10 )
10 9 . 1( 10 )
11 4 . 0 ( 0
1)
109.5

S1-Cu4-S2
S3-Cu4-S4
S1-Cu4-S3
S1-Cu4-S4
S2-Cu4-S3
S2-Cu4-S4
mean

116.6(10)
106.6(10)
107.4(10)
109.0(10)
110.7(10)
10 6 . 2 ( 1
0)
109.5

Metal-metal
S 1 - F e 2 - C u 1x 4
11 9 6 ( 8 )
5 1 - F e 2 - C u 3x 4
125.6(8)
S1-Fe2-Fe1 x4
130.3(8)
S 1 - C u 1 - F e 2x 2
521(7)
S4-Cu1-Fe2 x2
1230(7)

parable to those reported for other tetrahedral sulfides
(e.g.,0.9 for Fe, 1.5for Cu, and 1.0A, for S in chaicopynre;
Hall and Stewart,1973).The observedvalue for Fe3 (0.3
A'1 is somewhatsmall,however.As mentioned,the quality and nature of the data are such that low confidence
must be given to the refined,Bvalues.
The refined structure clearly conforms to spacegroup
P42c, not P42m. A re-examination of the rEM electrondiffraction data used to derive spacegroup P42m shows
that the critical reflections (hhl, I odd) are observedonly
in a small percentageof grains. It is concluded that these
grains are of a compositionally very similar but structurally distinct phase,probably germanite(spacegroup P43n
or P43m on the basis of unpublisheddata) or a related
phase.Germanite and other Ge-bearingsulfidesare commonly mixed with renieriteat Tsumeb,wherethat sample
is from.
The refined structure accommodateswell the observed
coupledsolid solution of As(V) + Cu(I) = Ge(IV) + Zn(Il)
found in the chemicaldata (Bernstein,1986).The sites
for Ge and Zn are next-nearestneighbors, so that local
valence balance is maintained as As and Cu are substituted.
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Zn-54 x4

2.32(4)

S4-Zn-S4 x4
S4-Zn-S4 x 2
mean

105.9(10)
116.9(10)
109.5

Ge-S2 x 2
Ge-S4 x 2
mean

2.29(4)
2 26(4)
2.27

S2-Ge-S4 x2
S2-Ge-S4 x2
S2-Ge-S2
S4-Ge-S4
mean

109.9(10)
103.6(10)
112.4(10].
117.6(11)
109.5

Fel-S1 x2
F e 1 - S 3x 2
mean

22O(3)
2.18(4)
2.19

51-Fe1-S3 x2
5 1 - F e 1 - S 3x 2
51-Fe1-S1
S3-Fe1-S3
mean

105.7(10)
113.1(10)
105.2(11)
113.8(11)
109.4

Fe2-S1x4

228(3)

51-Fe2-S1x2
S1-Fe2-Sl x2
S1-Fe2-Sl x2
mean

108.8(10)
99.5(10)
120.8(10)
109.7

Fe3-S3 x 4

2 27(4)

S 3 - F e 3 - S 3x 4
S3-Fe3-S3 x2
mean

110.3(10)
107.9(10)
109.5

5 1 - C u 3 - F e 2x 2
S2-Cu3-Fe2 x 2
5 1 - F e 1 - F e 2x 2
S3-Fe1-Fe2 x2

s4 5(7)
123.0(71
52.6(8)
123.1(8)
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